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This book is not intended to provide a list of the 100 ‘best’ books ever written and published by

Punjabi authors. Given the sheer range of books written by Punjabi authors and the

unpredictability of individual taste, any such definitive list is quite impossible. Secondly, the

choice has been restricted to books that were written by them either in Punjabi, Hindi or Urdu

but have been translated into English. Thus, personal choice restricted by availability has

dictated this selection. The choice of books includes autobiographies, novels, short stories,

poems, and plays. Research books, religious books, and books written originally in English

have not been included.From the IntroductionI am amazed at the scholarship, the passion and

the love with which Paramjeet Singh has written this book. It will be a reference volume for all

times.Nirupama DuttPoet, Journalist & TranslatorMr. Singh’s effort is commendable as he is

making available some of the rarest of gems of Punjabi literature to the non-Punjabi readers. I

congratulate Mr. Singh on putting together this selection and hope that non-Punjabi readers of

this book would find new horizons of cultural experience opening up before them. Of course,

for Punjabi readers, it may be yet another opportunity to experience a sense of genuine pride

in their rich legacy of language, literature and culture. .Prof. Rana Nayar
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Archit Budhraja, “An absolute must read for anyone looking to learn more about Punjabi

literature. Legacies of the Homeland is an extremely thoughtful, carefully composed list of the

100 “best” books written and/or published by Punjabi authors. Mr. Singh clearly shows the

depths of his research by putting together a combination of well loved classics as well as

hidden gems, not well known to most, in this authoritative work. The choice of books has been

limited to those translated into English, which allows readers that are not well-versed in the

original language of the book to find a translated version and delve deeper into it. As such, this

opens up a world of literary genius to readers who otherwise may never have picked up the

original work, which I believe was Mr. Singh’s end goal as well.The book itself is extremely well

written, and divided into logical sections by the type of work being explored (i.e.

autobiographies versus novels, etc). Each of the 100 books is structured in the same way,

providing an introduction to the work and the author, along with some background about each.

Where applicable, the author also provides a “Read On” section with related works and other

helpful resources. This not only lends itself to easy reading, but also allows you to jump around

in a non-chronological fashion, if you so desire.Most importantly though, this book helped me

connect a little more to my heritage and culture, as well as to the Punjabi language, even

though the book itself is in English. It helped me realize the breadth and depth of Punjabi

literature, and sheer number of topics covered by these brilliant authors and poets in their

various works. From hard hitting societal issues to a classic love story, there’s something for

every palette in these 100 books. And who knows, you may even find yourself feeling that

much closer to the legacy of your homeland.”

Anvita Budhraja, “An educating experience. Learned a lot about Punjabi Literature through this

book - some authors I had heard of, and many I read about for the first time. It helped me to

connect with my Punjabi roots and took me on a journey across this region and its vibrant

heritage.”

Farheen, “A Kaliedoscope of Punjabi literature .....it is indeed a noble research.

Translation allows literature to travel, meaning writers can speak out across generations and

cultures. Translated work can enrich and benefit the language into which it is translated,

bringing new terms and ideas with it.This book is not only an an anthology of the 100best

Punjabi writers translated into English but it alsoprovides a comprehensive introduction to the

history, culture, and literature of the Punjab.The book, however, is much more than an

introductory manual.It is remarkable introduction to Punjabi literature and culture. The



selections included here clearly show the depth of thinking and the mastery of the materials

that the Author must have accessed and read .The sensitivity of the authors to the fact that

Punjabi culture is built by Hindus, Muslims,Sikhs and other communities is simply remarkable

and the stories,poems depict love for their Homeland,their ability to deal with life,violence and

on the other hand sufiism,mysticism and their romance and spirit of living .and I can not help

but say that the Punjabi speaking community now living all over the world will surely appreciate

and enjoy their legacy .”

The book by Paramjeet Singh has a rating of  5 out of 5.0. 4 people have provided feedback.
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